## PADM/Public Administration

### PADM 2100  CULTURAL COMPETENCY
- **Section:** 001 (13975)
- **Time:** 09:30 am-10:50 am
- **Location:** WH 213
- **Instructor:** Soujaa I

### PADM 3000  PUBLIC ADMIN
- **Section:** 001 (13042)
- **Time:** 02:00 pm-04:50 pm
- **Location:** BLB 060
- **Instructor:** Washington F

### PADM 3010  HUMAN SERVICES
- **Section:** 051 (17033)
- **Time:** 02:00 pm-03:20 pm
- **Location:** GATE 142
- **Instructor:** Keyes L

  THIS IS A BLENDED CLASS THAT MEETS AS SCHEDULED WITH SOME COURSE CONTENT DELIVERED ONLINE.

### PADM 3410  FINAN ASP OF GOVT
- **Section:** 001 (13150)
- **Time:** 11:00 am-12:20 pm
- **Location:** BLB 005
- **Instructor:** Sun J

### PADM 3700  ISSUES IN PADM
- **Section:** 001 (15784)
- **Time:** 12:30 pm-01:50 pm
- **Location:** LANG 201
- **Instructor:** Winkler J

  **Course Topic:** TOPICS IN URBAN STUDIES

### PADM 4000  MEDIATION
- **Section:** 900 (13210)
- **Time:** 11:00 am-12:20 pm
- **Location:** INET
- **Instructor:** Roberts L

  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

  THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

- **Section:** 950 (17032)
- **Time:** 12:30 pm-01:50 pm
- **Location:** INET
- **Instructor:** Roberts L

  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

  THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

### PADM 4010  FAMILY MEDIATION
- **Section:** 070 (17790)
- **Time:** 06:00 pm-07:50 pm
- **Location:** CHEC
- **Instructor:** Roberts L

  CLASS MEETS AT COLLIN HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER, 3452 SPUR 399, MCKINNEY, TX 75096

### PADM 4020  WORKPLACE ADR
- **Section:** 900 (17883)
- **Time:** 06:00 pm-07:50 pm
- **Location:** INET
- **Instructor:** McKee A

  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

  THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

- **Section:** 950 (17884)
- **Time:** 06:00 pm-07:50 pm
- **Location:** INET
- **Instructor:** McKee A

  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

  THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

### PADM 4050  NEGOTIATION
- **Section:** 051 (13438)
- **Time:** 02:00 pm-03:50 pm
- **Location:** BLB 140
- **Instructor:** Klingele M

  THIS IS A BLENDED CLASS THAT MEETS AS SCHEDULED WITH SOME COURSE CONTENT DELIVERED ONLINE.

- **Section:** 070 (17791)
- **Time:** 06:00 pm-08:50 pm
- **Location:** CHEC
- **Instructor:** Williams J

  CLASS MEETS AT COLLIN HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER, 3452 SPUR 399, MCKINNEY, TX 75096
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS A BLENDED CLASS THAT MEETS AS SCHEDULED WITH SOME COURSE CONTENT DELIVERED ONLINE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS A BLENDED CLASS THAT MEETS AS SCHEDULED WITH SOME COURSE CONTENT DELIVERED ONLINE.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. VISIT WWW.UNTECAMPUS.COM FOR DETAILS.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS A BLENDED CLASS THAT MEETS AS SCHEDULED WITH SOME COURSE CONTENT DELIVERED ONLINE.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PADM 4450  PUBLIC POL ANALY
001 (13209) CRE 3.0  W 02:00 pm-04:50 pm  BLB 075  Tao J

PADM 4610  TOPICS COMM PROBS
052 (17729) CRE 3.0  T 06:00 pm-07:50 pm  LANG 209
Course Topic: BUSINESS NEGOTIATION
THIS CLASS IS A BLENDED/HYBRID COURSE CONSISTING OF 2 HOURS OF FACE TO FACE INSTRUCTION AND 1 HOUR OF ONLINE CONTENT EACH WEEK, WHICH MAY CONSIST OF DISCUSSION, MEDIA, AND/OR EXAMS.

PADM 5010  PUB ADMIN AND SOCIETY
001 (13043) CRE 3.0  W 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  GATE 131  Andrew S
ALL MPA STUDENTS MUST ENROLL IN THIS COURSE IN THEIR FIRST SEMESTER.

PADM 5020  MANAGE PUBLIC ORGS
001 (13044) CRE 3.0  T 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  CHIL 274  Shi Y
Prerequisite or corerequisite: PADM 5010

PADM 5030  MANAGE HUMAN RESOURCES
001 (13109) CRE 3.0  R 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  WH 116  Jang H
Course Topic: MANAGE HUMAN RESOURCES

PADM 5035  PROF PRACTICE MANAGERS
001 (13974) CRE 3.0  W 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  MATT 102

PADM 5040  NONPROFIT MGMT
001 (17038) CRE 3.0  W 02:00 pm-04:50 pm  WH 315  Jang H
Course Topic: NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN RESTRICTED COURSE PADM 6710.003

PADM 5210  CULTURAL COMPETENCY
001 (17730) CRE 3.0  M 02:00 pm-04:50 pm  LANG 218
Course Topic: CULTURAL COMPETENCY
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN RESTRICTED COURSE PADM 6710.001

PADM 5300  INTRO TO PLANNING
001 (17035) CRE 3.0  R 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  MATT 102
Course Topic: INTRO TO PLANNING
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN RESTRICTED COURSE PADM 6710.004

PADM 5400  MANAGING FIN RESOURCES
001 (13110) CRE 3.0  R 02:00 pm-04:50 pm  CHIL 270  Bland R
Course Topic: MANAGING FIN RESOURCES
PHD STUDENTS MUST ENROLL IN PADM 6710.005

PADM 5420  REVENUE POL & ADM
001 (13538) CRE 3.0  T 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  CHIL 270  Bland R
301 (18172) CRE 3.0  R 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  Z-DCH
THIS IS AN OFF-CAMPUS CLASS WHICH MEETS AT DALLAS CITY HALL, 1500 MARILLA ST. DALLAS TX 75201

PADM 5500  RESEARCH METH I
001 (13045) CRE 3.0  M 06:00 pm-08:50 pm  CHIL 274  Krueger E
Z-DCH Krueger E

THIS IS AN OFF-CAMPUS CLASS WHICH MEETS AT DALLAS CITY HALL, 1500 MARILLA ST. DALLAS
TX 75201

PADM 5510 RESEARCH METH II
001 (13046) CRE 3.0 M 06:00 pm-08:50 pm CHIL 270 Andrew S
Course Topic: RESEARCH METHODS II
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 6710.006

PADM 5700 SEM PUB ADM
002 (15766) CRE 3.0 W 06:00 pm-08:50 pm CHIL 274 Shi Y
Course Topic: NONPROFIT FINANCIAL MGMT
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 6710.002

PADM 5800 PUB MGMT INTERNSHIP
001 (13439) CRE 3.0 Pre-career MPA students should enroll in this course in their first semester. This class meets only 2 times during the semester: 8/31/2018 and 11/30/18. It is a blended course that meets as scheduled, with additional course content delivered online, which may consist of discussions and/or assignments.
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-02:50 pm COL 047 8/31/18-8/31/18
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-02:50 pm COL 047 11/30/18-11/30/18

PADM 6035 SOCIAL SCI INQUIRY
001 (17044) CRE 3.0 M 02:00 pm-04:50 pm WH 113 Collins B
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PADM 6710 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC ADM
001 (15764) CRE 3.0 M 02:00 pm-04:50 pm LANG 218
Course Topic: CULTURAL COMPETENCY
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MPA STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 5210.001
002 (13548) CRE 3.0 W 06:00 pm-08:50 pm CHIL 274 Shi Y
Course Topic: NONPROFIT FINANCIAL MGMT
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MPA STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 5700.002
003 (15292) CRE 3.0 W 02:00 pm-04:50 pm WH 315 Jang H
Course Topic: NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MPA STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 5040.001
004 (17036) CRE 3.0 R 06:00 pm-08:50 pm MATT 102
Course Topic: INTRO TO PLANNING
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MPA STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 5300.001
005 (16552) CRE 3.0 R 02:00 pm-04:50 pm CHIL 270 Bland R
Course Topic: MANAGING FIN RESOURCES
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MPA STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 5400.001
006 (16591) CRE 3.0 M 06:00 pm-08:50 pm CHIL 270 Andrew S
Course Topic: RESEARCH METHODS II
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MPA STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN PADM 5510.001

PADM 6940 DIRECTED RESEARCH
001 (13165) CRE 3.0 Andrew S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
002 (13163) CRE 3.0 Andrew S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
003 (13166) CRE 3.0 Webb G
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
004 (13167) CRE 3.0 Jang H
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PADM 6950  DOCTORAL DISSERTATION

700 (13232) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  Webb G
701 (13233) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  Benavides A
702 (13282) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  Andrew S
703 (13283) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  Dicke L
704 (13481) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  Collins B
705 (13482) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  Jang H
706 (13556) CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.